
Interest in single photon emission computerized tomography
(SPECT) ofthe brain has recentlybeenstimulatedby the apparent
ability to image regional cerebral blood flowusing radiopharma
ceuticals labeled with 1-123 (1â€”6).This work has also revived
considerable debate concerning the relative merits of different
instruments for SPECT imaging (7-9). The multidetector
SPECT brain machine is a high-sensitivity scanner originally
conceivedof by Stoddart (JO). Each detector scans bothtangen
tially and radially to the fieldofview, resulting in uniform spatial
resolution, sensitivity, and slice thickness throughout the field of
view (/1,12). The instrument's 10-mm spatial resolution within
the transverse slice (11â€”13),15-mmslice thickness (12,13), and
single-slice sensitivity of 14000 sect @Ci@ml for a cylindrical
source of Tc-99m 20 cm in diameter (I 1) are well suited for
transaxial imaging of the brain using 1-123-labeled compounds.

Images obtained with this scanner have appeared noiser than
might be expected,and a nonstochasticnoisecomponent has been
observed, described as a â€œHongKong dollarâ€•artifact. As an at
tempted solution, the manufacturer originally used an automatic
background subtraction as part of the image reconstruction, but
this is undesirable for quantitative analysis.

A recent simulation (14) showed that the observed artifacts and
excessivenoiseamplificationofthisscannerwereduetoinadequate
angular sampling. We decided that the entire array of detectors
could be rotated twotimes betweencompletedetector raster scans
so that 36 effective angular projections would be acquired at 10Â°
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intervals instead of 12projections 30Â°apart. With this modifica
tion, calculations showedthat the structured noisecould be dim
mated and the random noise reduced by a factor of 1.7@for the
sametotalnumberofdetectedphotons.

METHODS

Themodifiedmachineisshownin Fig.1,withthedetectorsin
their starting position. The large plate which holds the 12 detectors
was mounted on a fixed back-plate, which contains a large ring
bearing (not shown). A newstepping motor and drive screwwere
mounted on the back to rotate the entire detector plate under
computer control. The location of the centers of rotation of the
detector plate and the ring bearing coincide within 0.2 mm. The
platescan be tilted up to 16Â°to acquire oblique cross-sectional
scans of the brain. The angular-drive stepping motor, as well as
the tangential and radial-drive motors, were replaced with five
phase stepping motors. The scanning speed, number of radial steps
taken during raster scans, and the number of detector-plate rota
tions and their angular range are programmable using a micro
processor development system.

To compare the newinstrument's performance with that of the
oldsystem,wescannedthefollowingphantoms:anaxiallinesource
of Tc-99m, centered in the machine; an annular â€œringâ€•source of
Tc-99m with inner and outer radii of 4.4 cm and 5.6 cm, respec
tively; and a uniform cylindrical â€œfloodâ€•phantom, 15 cm in di
ameter, also filled with Tc-99m.
. The phantoms were each scanned initially in the unmodifie4

instrument mode. One raster scan was obtained consisting of 12
tangential scan lines per detector at 12different radial distances
from the center. Other scans were performed by rotating the de
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FIG. 1. Rebuilt muftidetector SPECTbrain scanner showing 12detectors with focussedcollimators In their initial positions before scan
begins. Afterall detectors performraster scan tangentiallyand radiallyto circularscan field,entire plate rotates about large ringbearing
(not shown). Second raster scan is then performed, followed by another rotation Ifdesired. Removable llne-soixce alignment fixture is
shown in center of scan field.

tector plate through an angle of I5Â°between raster scans, ac
quiring 24 effective angular projections. Finally, scanning was
performed with two rotations of 10Â°resulting in three raster scans,
or 36 effective projections. Because of limited data storage, the
number of tangential lines scanned by each detector was limited
to an evennumberequal to ten or lesswhenusing24 effective
detectors, and six or less when using 36 effective detectors. The
radial distance between adjacent tangential line scans is given
by:

10.5 cm/(N@@ â€”1)

where@ is the number of tangential lines scanned by each de
tector.Scantimesand/or activityconcentrationswereadjusted
so that approximatelythe sametotal numberof countswasoh
tamed when scanning a given phantom using the different scan
patterns.

RESULTS

Figure 2 showsreconstructionsof the centered,axial linesource,
scanned using (left) 12 detectors with 12 tangential scan lines each,
and (right) 36effectivedetectorswithsixtangential scan lines.The
gray scale was windowedfrom 0%to 16%of the maximum count
in the image. Therefore, the angular aliasing streaks in (a) are at
a level of â€œ-â€˜8%of the maximum count, whereas the lack of streaks
in (b) means that the improvedangular sampling has reduced the
artifacts to <1% of the maximum count. The image with 24 ef
fective detectors (not shown) is improved over the 12-detector
result (Fig. 2, left), but it showsa few small streaks at a levelof
1-2% of the maximum count.

The â€œwobblyâ€•ring-sourcereconstruction in Fig. 3 (left), which
results from a 12-detectorscan isanother manifestationof limited
angular sampling. This â€œHongKong dollarâ€•artifact can also be
eliminated by scanning with 36 effective detectors (Fig. 3, right).

FiG. 3. Reconstructionsof hollow ring sotwceof Tc-99m scanned
using (left) 12 detectors and 12 tangential scan lines, and (right) 36
effective detectors and 6 tangential scan lines. Top of ring shows
airbubble.Back@ incenterofringisduetoimpropercorrection
forattenuation.

FiG.2. Reconstructlonsofcentered,axiallinesourceofTc-99m
scanned using(left)12detectors with12tangentialscan lineseach,
and(right)36 effectIvedetectorswith6 tangentIalscan lineseach.
Grayscale was windowedfrom 0% to 16% of maxImumcount in
each imageto enhancevisibilityofanyaliasingstreaks.
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The radial sampling can be reduced to six tangential scan lines
without compromising image quality. This result is plausible be
cause scanning six tangential lines corresponds to a sampling
frequency in the radial direction that is still consideraly higher than
the Nyquist rate. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the collimator response along the central axis in the radial direction
is 8 cm. Scanning six tangential lines corresponds to 2.1-cm radial
sampling.

If 36 angular projections were acquired by a rotating gamma
camera system, the reconstructions would be of poor quality. The
reason that 36 angular projections work so well for the multi
detector SPECT scanner is because of the additional useful in
formation gained by sampling in and out radially with focussed
collimators.
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FOOTNOTE

* The noise reduction factor ( I .7) is less than the number reported

in the proceedings of the Third World Congress of Nuclear Medicine
(14). This is because of an error in a computer program, which was
not discovered until after the proceedings of that conference were
printed.
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FIG. 4. Imagenoisein 15-cmcylindricalphantomcontaininguni
form concentration of Tc-99m. Data points were measured on new
machine. Solidcurve is predictionfromcomputer simulation(14).
Curvewas normalizedto firstdata point,since simulateddata were
estimated without attenuation and were reconstructed differently
from measured data points.

The 24-detector scan (not shown) eliminates this artifact, but there
are some backgroundaliasingstreaks outside the ring. (The defect
at the top of the ring isan air bubble in the phantom.) The residual
background appearing in the center of the ring in Fig. 3 (right) is
due to an improper correction for attenuation. The algorithm
currently used on this machine does not allow for an annulus of
attenuating material. A more general method, such as that used
for a similar whole-body scanner (/5), has not yet been imple
mented.

Finally, in a phantom I5 cm in diameter, containing a uniform
concentration ofTc-99m, the %RMS image noise was 14.3%for
12 detectors, 9.3% for 24 detectors, and 8.6% for 36 detectors.
Thus, the noise has been reduced by a factor of 1.7 by the change
from 12 to 36 effective detectors. Approximately 4 million counts
were acquired for each scan. A correction was applied to the
measured image noise in each reconstruction to account for the
small difference between 4 million and the actual number of counts
recorded during each scan, assuming a@ noise dependence. The
image noise for these three cases is plotted in Fig. 4, along with the
theoretical curve obtained earlier by computer simulation.

For all phantoms scanned there was no observabledeterioration
in image quality from decreasing the radial sampling of each de
tector to six tangential scan lines (Figs. 2-3). In addition, the factor
of 1.7 improvementin image noisewas first obtained bycomputer
simulation of this scanner acquiring 36 effective projections, each
with 12 tangential scan lines (14). The fact that the modified
machine, scanning only six tangential scan lines, performs as well
as predicted is further evidence that decreasing the radial sampling
to six tangential lines is not adversely affecting the images.

DISCUSSION

By increasing the number ofscan angles, the aliasing artifacts
seen in images from the multidetector SPECT brain scanner have
been eliminated. In addition, the image noise in a uniform source
has been decreased by a factor of I .7, with no loss in sensitivity or
spatial resolution. The total scan time for each slice can be pre
served by a combination ofscanning only six tangential lineswith
each detector (instead of 12) and scanning each line 50% faster.
However,due to the decreased image noise resulting from better
angular sampling, a transverse section with the same image quality
could be produced in one third the time using the modified machine
with 36 rather than 12 discrete angular samplings.
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